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Treating diffuse elements as quasi-specular
to reduce noise in bi-directional ray tracing
In simulation of the light propagation the brightness of each ray is calculated
based on the optical properties of the virtual scene objects which it interacts
with. According to the optical properties these objects can be roughly subdivided into diffuse and specular. The Monte-Carlo based ray tracing methods
which are commonly used in simulation calculate the brightness only for diffuse
surfaces. When a ray meets a specular surface it is reflected (or refracted) until
it reaches a diffuse surface where the brightness is calculated. In the proposed
approach diffuse elements are further divided into “truly diffuse” and “quasimirror”. The most natural criterion for the latter is scattering in a narrow cone
around a purely specular direction. A scene element can also be a superposition
of both types when its scattering function is treated as the sum of a truly diffuse
and quasi-mirror parts. The work shows how various components of illumination interact with quasi-mirror objects and describes how this is implemented
in the bi-directional Monte Carlo ray tracing. The proposed approach allows to
significantly reduce the stochastic noise for a number of scenes including those
for which it is not possible to achieve good results with any settings of the
standard method. This method is also applicable to the simulation of volume
scattering treating the phase function of the medium as quasi-mirror. In this
case the selection of quasi-mirror objects is by no means based on the character
of the scattering distribution function. For volume scattering the medium is
treated as quasi-mirror while the surfaces, even if their scattering distribution
functions are narrower, remain “truly diffuse”. The article shows the advantage
of this approach.
Key words: Lighting simulation, Monte Carlo ray tracing, bi-directional
ray tracing, noise reduction, bi-directional scattering distribution function.
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Ñ. Â. Åðøîâ, Ä. Ä. Æäàíîâ, À. Ã. Âîëîáîé, Ì. È. Ñîðîêèí

Îáðàáîòêà äèôôóçíûõ ýëåìåíòîâ ñöåíû êàê êâàçè-çåðêàëüíûõ
äëÿ ñíèæåíèÿ øóìà â äâóíàïðàâëåííîé ëó÷åâîé òðàññèðîâêå
Ïðè ìîäåëèðîâàíèè ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèÿ ñâåòà ÿðêîñòü êàæäîãî ëó÷à ðàññ÷èòûâàåòñÿ, èñõîäÿ èç îïòè÷åñêèõ ñâîéñòâ îáúåêòîâ âèðòóàëüíîé ñöåíû, ñ
êîòîðûìè îí âçàèìîäåéñòâóåò. Ïî îïòè÷åñêèì ñâîéñòâàì îáúåêòû ìîãóò ãðóáî ïîäðàçäåëÿòüñÿ íà äèôôóçíûå è çåðêàëüíûå. Îáû÷íî èñïîëüçóåìàÿ ïðè
ìîäåëèðîâàíèè òðàññèðîâêà ëó÷åé íà îñíîâå ìåòîäîâ Ìîíòå-Êàðëî ðàññ÷èòûâàåò ÿðêîñòü ëèøü äëÿ äèôôóçíûõ ïîâåðõíîñòåé. Ïðè âñòðå÷å ëó÷à ñ çåðêàëüíîé ïîâåðõíîñòüþ îí îòðàæàåòñÿ (èëè ïðåëîìëÿåòñÿ) äî òåõ ïîð, ïîêà
íå äîñòèãíåò äèôôóçíîé ïîâåðõíîñòè, ãäå òîëüêî è ðàññ÷èòûâàåòñÿ ÿðêîñòü.
Â ïðåäëàãàåìîì ïîäõîäå äèôôóçíûå ýëåìåíòû ðàçäåëÿþòñÿ äàëåå íà èñòèííî äèôôóçíûå è êâàçè-çåðêàëüíûå. Íàèáîëåå åñòåñòâåííûì êðèòåðèåì äëÿ
ïîñëåäíèõ áóäåò ðàññåÿíèå â óçêîì êîíóñå âîêðóã ÷èñòî çåðêàëüíîãî íàïðàâëåíèÿ. Ýëåìåíò ñöåíû ìîæåò áûòü òàêæå ñóïåðïîçèöèåé îáîèõ òèïîâ, êîãäà
å¼ ôóíêöèÿ ðàññåÿíèÿ òðàêòóåòñÿ êàê ñóììà èñòèííî äèôôóçíîé è êâàçèçåðêàëüíîé ÷àñòåé. Â ðàáîòå âûâåäåíî, êàê ðàçëè÷íûå êîìïîíåíòû îñâåù¼ííîñòè âçàèìîäåéñòâóþò ñ êâàçè-çåðêàëüíûìè îáúåêòàìè, è îïèñûâàåòñÿ, êàê
ýòî ðåàëèçóåòñÿ â äâóíàïðàâëåííîé ñòîõàñòè÷åñêîé òðàññèðîâêå ëó÷åé. Ïðåäëîæåííûé ïîäõîä ïîçâîëÿåò çíà÷èòåëüíî ñíèçèòü ñòîõàñòè÷åñêèé øóì äëÿ
ðÿäà ñöåí, âêëþ÷àÿ è òå, äëÿ êîòîðûõ íå óäà¼òñÿ äîñòè÷ü õîðîøèõ ðåçóëüòàòîâ ïðè ëþáûõ íàñòðîéêàõ ñòàíäàðòíîãî ìåòîäà. Ýòîò ìåòîä òàêæå ïðèìåíèì
ê ìîäåëèðîâàíèþ îáú¼ìíîãî ðàññåÿíèÿ, òðàêòóÿ ôàçîâóþ ôóíêöèþ ñðåäû
êàê êâàçè-çåðêàëüíóþ. Â ýòîì ñëó÷àå âûäåëåíèå êâàçè-çåðêàëüíûõ îáúåêòîâ
îòíþäü íå îñíîâàíî íà õàðàêòåðå èíäèêàòðèñû ðàññåÿíèÿ. Äëÿ îáúåìíîãî
ðàññåÿíèÿ ñðåäà òðàêòóåòñÿ êàê êâàçè-çåðêàëüíàÿ, â òî âðåìÿ êàê ïîâåðõíîñòè, äàæå åñëè èõ èíäèêàòðèñû áîëåå óçêèå, îñòàþòñÿ ïîäëèííî äèôôóçíûìè. Â ñòàòüå ïîêàçûâàåòñÿ ïðåèìóùåñòâî òàêîãî ïîäõîäà.
Ìîäåëèðîâàíèå îñâåùåííîñòè, ñòîõàñòè÷åñêàÿ òðàññèðîâêà ëó÷åé, äâóíàïðàâëåííàÿ òðàññèðîâêà ëó÷åé, ïîíèæåíèå øóìà, äâóíàïðàâëåííàÿ ôóíêöèÿ ðàññåÿíèÿ.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà:
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Abbreviations
MCRT = Monte-Carlo ray tracing
FMCRT = forward Monte-Carlo ray tracing. It is tracing of rays from light
sources toward scene objects accumulating of illumination on scene objects. Usually it is used to calculate the secondary (indirect) illumination.
BMCRT = backward Monte-Carlo ray tracing. It is tracing of rays from
camera through virtual screen toward scene objects. Usually it is used to
get the virtual scene image.
BDF = bi-directional scattering function. It describes surface luminance as a
function of the illumination and observation direction
BDD = backward diffuse depth. It is a specific parameter of a hybrid ray
tracing, when FMCRT calculates illumination and BMCRT is used to
convert it to the observed luminance. In this method the backward ray
usually has a limited “length” and terminates after BDD diffuse events.

1

Introduction

A powerful method of calculation of a virtual camera image is a hybrid, or bidirectional, Monte-Carlo ray tracing. The self-consistent light field in a scene
can be expressed via Neumann series of iterative scattering and transport operators and the Monte-Carlo ray tracing calculates those integrals. Although
in principle the forward Monte-Carlo ray tracing is enough, it is inefficient for
calculation of a camera image because of too low probability of a ray to hit
the camera pupil, and long ago a backward Monte-Carlo ray tracing had been
proposed [5] that traces rays from camera.
In the “pure” BMCRT a ray is traced from camera until it is absorbed or
leaves the scene, and wherever it hits a diffuse surface, it collects direct and
caustic illumination. The ray does not need to hit light source, so the method
can work with point and parallel lights. In many cases this method works well,
but regrettably not always. Its problem is that the camera ray must visit scene
areas which are directly illuminated, while in some scenes (see e.g. Fig. 1) they
are very small and thus are hit too rarely.
There are many different attempts to overcome the limitations of the FMCRT and BMCRT. One of the most radical is the so-called Metropolis Light
Transport (MLT) [9], [8]. This method has a lot of modifications (up to using
Hamiltonian dynamics [6]), but all of them differ from the “classic” MonteCarlo in that they do not trace ray sequentially just hoping that it reaches the
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camera pupil (in BMCRT — that it hits a light source). Instead, the MLT
operates subspace of trajectories which “connect” lights and camera. As a result, all the samples taken are “successful” in the sense that they do bring
luminance to an image pixel. In the “classic” MLT versions, these trajectories
were generated using the Hastings method which produces a series of random
samples with stationary distribution just proportional to their “contribution”
(this is called “importance sampling”) [5], [9], [8]. There, however, are problems with that. First, although the resulting probability distribution is indeed
proportional to the trajectory’s “importance”, the successive samples (i.e. trajectories) are correlated. In extreme case, the method just repeats “successful”
samples i.e. the same trajectory is taken several times successively which is not
good. Another problem is that the process is not stationary, unlike the classic Monte-Carlo, where both the first and the last trajectories have the same
probability distribution. In the Hastings method, the distribution changes in
time. Until the density converged to the stationary state (which is proportional
to the trajectory “importance”), the result is wrong. In many cases the speed
of convergence is good enough and the initial part can be easily discarded, but
this is not always. The last problem is that the Hastings method utilizes some
“tentative” transition rule. Formally it can be quite arbitrary and all the same
the stationary density will be the same (and correct). But practically the speed
of convergence (to the stationary probability distribution), correlations etc. depend on it, and a good choice of that “tentative transition rule” is what makes
the method to work (or to not work, in case of a bad choice.)
Besides MLT and its relatives, there are less radical changes that improve
the speed of Monte-Carlo method, retaining its basics. One of them is bidirectional Mone-Carlo ray tracing, of which, again, a lot of variants exist. The
basic idea is to operate trajectories that always connect light source and camera
(like in MLT). To do so, trajectory is constructed by “concatenating” two its
parts: one is from the camera and is obtained by BMCRT and another is from
light source and is obtained by BMCRT. Then these pieces are “connected”
somehow which creates trajectory that connects light source and camera.
The main modifications of this “connection” are:
1. Each (or some subset of them) hit point of a backward piece is connected
with each hit point (or, again, a subset of them) of a forward piece by the
“shadow ray” segment [2]. There are many advantages in this method,
but a serious problem is that how to operate the huge number of connecting segments (of which many have too low importance or are completely
shadowed).
2. Photon map visualization [4]. Here the FMCRT part populates scene with
the hit points which represent the statistic of illumination of the hit point.
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Roughly, the density of hits gives the full illuminance, and leaving only the
hits with desired direction gives the illuminance in that direction. The
backward phase, which can in principle be even deterministic (though
BMCRT is applied usually) spreads camera rays over the scene and in
each hit point they take illumination from the photon map, “convolve”
it with the surface BDF and add resulting luminance to the pixel’s. The
local illuminance is estimated from the number of FMCRT hits inside
(a small) integration sphere about the BMCRT hit, and this introduces
some blurring and discretization error. However, in most cases this error
is inessential as compared to the noise level.
As one can see, the last method also constructs the full trajectory that connects
camera and light source, but does this approximately because the end of the
forward part (the photon inside integration sphere) deviated slightly from the
end of the end of the backward part (BMCRT hit i.e. the centre of that sphere).
This is usually inessential though in some cases, especially for caustic photons,
may create problems and thus needs special treatment [7].
Once the full trajectory is constructed concatenating the BMCRT and FMCRT parts, it must be decided how to distribute it among these parts. That
is, how long is the BMCRT part. Here one can fix it, or vary at random, or
choose from the properties of the trajectory etc.
In principle, all the above decisions can be treated as an average over the
“ensemble” of fixed choices. So investigation and optimisation of the method
with the fixed BMCRT part length is important, and this paper is a step in
that direction.
Usually fixed is the number of diffuse events, while the number of specular
ones is not. This value is termed BDD i.e “backward diffuse depth”.
Efficiency of the approach, i.e. the rate of convergence (or noise level, which
is more or less the same) strongly depends on that BDD, and its optimal value
is specific for each scene.
A better approach is to let it be different across the scene [1] and even
mix calculations with different BDD [1]. Frequently it is possible to find it,
automatically or manually, so that the calculations are quite efficient. But this
is not always and in some cases changing BDD does not help and whichever
value we choose the image is highly noisy. Here we also prove why an “adaptive
choice” of BDD individually for each ray may result in a biased estimate, i.e.
the calculated luminance converges to a wrong value.
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2

Global illumination equation

Light distribution in a scene is described by a “self-consistent field” equation
which can be written in different forms that are named “global illumination
equation”, “rendering equation” [5] etc. Below we shall describe its form used
in this paper and define some necessary terms.
Roughly, this equation describes the following global illumination problem.
There is some light field in the scene. It illuminates its surfaces which scatter
it. This transformation of the illumination (light that falls onto a surface) into
luminance (light that goes away from a surface) is described by the surface
BDF:
Z
L(v; x) = f (x; v, v 0 )I(v 0 , x)d2 v 0
Here f is BDF, I is the field of illumination of diffuse scene surfaces (i.e. it
omits the points of pure specular surfaces) and L is the luminance of diffuse
scene surfaces (i.e. it omits the points of pure specular surfaces).
Then this light, emitted from the surface, propagates over the scene and
eventually illuminates its surfaces. This transformation of the luminance (light
going away off a surface) into illuminance (light incident onto another surface
point) is described by the transport operator:
Z
(i)
I (v; x) = t(x, v, x0 , v 0 )L(v 0 , x0 )|(n · v 0 )|dx0 d2 v 0
where I (i) is the indirect illumination component which does not include light
that came “directly” (i.e. without scattering) from a light source. Since our
equations explicitly include only diffuse scattering, the “direct” component also
contains light that underwent pure specular transformation. Again, this equation operates only on the scene points that belong to diffuse surfaces.
In the simplest case, when there is no specular surfaces or turbid media etc,
this transport operator reduces to transport along the straight ray path:
I (i) (v; x) = L(v, x + lv)|(n · v)|
where l is the ray length from x to the hit point. In presence of specular
surfaces, the transport operator includes ray splitting and luminance transformation across a boundary etc.
In fact its explicit form is inessential for us and we shall introduce the
transport and scattering operators:
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L = F̂ I
I (i) = T̂ L

(1)
(2)

The full illumination consists of indirect and direct components:
I = I (i) + I (0)

(3)

Combining the three equations we arrive at the self-consistent illumination
field equation at the form we shall use:
I = T̂ F̂ I + I (0)

3

(4)

Iterative solution (Neumann series) of the
illumination field equation (4) and BMCRT

Although it is a common knowledge in the computational optics, we shall produce a basic description in just the form we shall use.
In many ray-tracing applications the illumination field is calculated by FMCRT before and independently of rendering of the virtual image. Then these
“illumination maps”, “photon maps” etc. are used to calculate the surface
luminance.
The simplest way is that we trace rays from camera, terminating then at the
first diffuse surface. In that hit point we calculate this surface luminance under
the full illumination (= F̂ I) and add to the pixel luminance. This provides
estimate of the surface luminance (1), though the result is not perfect. Indeed,
the illumination map (or its analog) i.e. estimation of I from FMCRT is usually
subjected to (spatial) filtering to reduce noise. Thus all fine illumination details
such as highlights are usually lost.
A better estimation follows from another equation for surface luminance:
combining (4) with (1) one has
L = (F̂ T̂ )F̂ I + F̂ I (0)

(5)

Notice that it is the luminance of the scene surfaces. The luminance of
the camera image would be L = ŜL where the leftmost Ŝ describes the pure
specular transformation between the camera and a scene surface (frequently
Ŝ = 1). Here and below we shall only calculate the L. Its transformation into
the camera image can be applied after that if needed.
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The term F̂ I (0) is the surface luminance under direct (including caustic)
illumination. The indirect (diffusively scattered) illumination is ignored. This
is what the simplest BRT does.
The term (F̂ T̂ )F̂ I is the surface luminance under indirect (diffusively scattered) illumination. The integral operator can be calculated using Monte-Carlo
ray tracing: we fire rays from camera, they hit a surface, are scattered (operator
F̂ ), propagate the scene until reach the 2nd diffuse surface (operator T̂ ) and
terminate. Notice that in the backward ray tracing the operators are applied in
the reverse order) and terminate. In this 2nd diffuse hit point (i.e. just before
the 2nd diffuse scattering) we calculate this surface luminance under the full
illumination (F̂ I), scale by the luminance transmission factor due to the specular transformation in T̂ , and add to the pixel luminance. The average over
ensemble of camera rays converges to (F̂ T̂ )F̂ I.
Although mathematically the equation solved is identical to (1), the numerical results differ. The second approach is less sensitive to small distortion of I
because the convolution with (F̂ T̂ ) reduces their effect.
The process can be continued further. Substituting (4) for I in (5) gives
L = (F̂ Tˆ)(F̂ Tˆ)F̂ I + (F̂ Tˆ)F̂ I (0) + F̂ I (0)
Again its terms can be estimated with BMCRT. The first term is estimated
taking the full illumination (F̂ I) at the third diffuse hit, the term (F̂ Tˆ)F̂ I (0) by
taking the direct (and caustic) illumination at the second diffuse hit and F̂ I (0)
is the direct (and caustic) illumination at the first diffuse hit. Now the most
noisy (or with the strongest artifacts from filtering) term F̂ I is twice convolved
with (F̂ Tˆ) which reduces the noise (or artifacts).
Because of linearity these three terms can be estimated from the same backward ray ensemble, taking the full illumination (F̂ I) at the third diffuse hit,
and the direct (and caustic) illumination at the first and second diffuse hits.
Continuing the process, one may have BMCRT which takes the direct (and
caustic) illumination at the 1st, 2nd, ..., N − 1-th diffuse hit and the full illumination at the N -th diffuse hit for an arbitrary N > 0. The value of N is
termed “backward diffuse depth”, or BDD for short.

4

How the BDD affects the noise level

As we have seen above, some image inaccuracies (noise and/or artifacts of
filtering of I (i) ) decrease with the BDD and one might decide that for the best
results the BDD must be as large as possible. Regrettably, the choice is not
that simple because there are other sources of inaccuracy.
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Figure 1: Diffuse plate illuminated through a diffuse sphere. This is the side
view in correct scale. The circle about it is the diffuse lamp shade; the yellow
cone inside it mark its light emission (downwards).
For example, let us consider a simple scene consisting of a diffuse plate illuminated by a cone light (which emits downwards) enclosed in a matte (diffuse)
spherical shade, see Fig. 1:
We assume that camera sees only the plate while the lamp shade is out of
the view area (e.g. it is behind the camera). If the lamp shade is small enough
we can neglect interreflections. The plate is pure red Lambert with integral
reflectance of 50%.
In this approximation illumination of the plate is entirely indirect (light from
the diffuse sphere). In case of BDD=0 camera ray collects that illumination in
the hit point. There is some moderate noise from the FMCRT (= from photon
map), but no more (Fig. 2). In case of BDD=1 the situation becomes much
worse (Fig. 2).
Indeed, now in the first hit point (i.e. the plate) we take only the direct (and
caustic) illumination which in this model is exactly 0. So all contribution to
pixel luminance comes only from the second diffuse hit, which is only possible
when the scattered camera ray hits the lamp shade. But this probability is
very low, because the BDF (and thus the scattered light cone) is wide while
the lamp shade is small. Therefore, it is very rare that camera ray brings any
luminance to the image pixel, and this means high noise.
The case of BDD>1 is not better because it also requires camera ray hitting
the lamp shade.
Therefore, in our model scene the best is BDD=0 while BDD>0 results in
very high noise. The choice of an optimal BDD is therefore not trivial: while
rather frequently increasing it is good, for some scenes the best result is for the
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Figure 2: Camera images for scene from Figure 1, calculated during the same
time (3000 sec) for BDD=0 (left) and BDD=1 (right).
minimal BDD.
Now let us consider another, in a sense the opposite, case by replacing the
small lamp shade with something very large. The scene is again a diffuse plate,
but now it is surrounded by a large room box with diffuse walls and ceiling
which are illuminated by a grid of cone lights (emitting towards the nearest
surface and not towards the room centre), so their light cannot reach the plate
directly. The camera is inside that room, as shown in Fig. 3.
The room walls and ceiling is Lambert with albedo 0.5 and the plate is
rather small as compared to the room. The floor outside it is black. Again,
we assume that camera sees only the plate. Like in the previous example, the
plate’s illumination is purely indirect.
In this scene the light from the grid of cone emitters undergoes many interreflections and so creates a rather uniform illumination of the walls and ceiling,
though it is not exactly constant and the areas near the light emitters are
brighter.
At last, unlike the previous model scene, the bottom plate has now a sharp
(nearly specular BDF). It is nearly pure green1 with integral reflectance of 40%.
In case BDD=0 we collect the indirect illumination (from FMCRT!) at the
first hit point. Illumination comes from the large box which is illuminated rather
uniformly, and thus makes a wide cone. Meanwhile, the BDFs is sharp, so F̂ I
effectively senses only illumination in direction close to the mirror reflection of
the view ray. In other words, most of FMCRT rays will be effectively excluded
1

Its normalized color is (0.1, 1, 0.1)
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Figure 3: Diffuse plate illuminated by the room walls and ceiling. This is the
side view in correct scale. The yellow cones show emission of lights; the camera
view ray and its specular reflection are drawn with red arrows. The thick green
strip is the bottom plate.
and only few of them will contribute to the pixel luminance. This means a
strong noise (Fig. 4).
In case BDD=1 the situation improves. At the first camera hit we collect
only the direct and caustic illumination, which is exactly 0 there. After diffuse
reflection by the plate, the camera ray hits the box and there it takes the full
(in fact, again indirect) illumination. Most of camera rays and most of FMCRT
rays contribute here. So the noise is low (Fig. 4).
The larger values of BDD work less good. Since illumination is merely
indirect (save for the small area near above the lights which we neglect), the
contribution to pixel luminance comes only from the third hit point. It can be
in the box or in the bottom plate with more or less close probabilities. When
it is in the box, it is like for BDD=1 i.e. all works good. But when it hits a
bottom plate, all is like for BDD=0 i.e. we take a wide cone illumination of a
narrow BDF which results in strong noise.

5

Introducing the quasi-specular method

The model scenes from Section 4 at least admit an optimal BDD. So, if the
BDD is chosen automatically by a method which is intellectual enough, or by
an experienced human operator, a good quality image can be obtained. But
there are scenes in which whatever BDD we choose the image is highly noisy.
A very simple example is a combination of the two model scenes from Section 4: the bottom plate now has BDF which is a sum of a wide (nearly Lam-
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Figure 4: Camera images for scene from Fig. 3, calculated during the same
time (3000 sec) for BDD=0 (left) and BDD=1 (right).
bert) and a sharp (nearly specular component). To see which BDF does which
contribution to the image, the Lambert component is pure red and the sharp
component is nearly pure green2 . Their integral reflectance is 50% and 40%,
respectively. Indirect illumination comes both the room walls and ceiling (illuminated by an array of cone lights), and also by a small “central” lamp shade
with a cone light inside (Fig. 5).
Unlike the first example (Fig. 1), the light from the lamp shade also results
in interreflections. But when the bottom plate is small (recall the light which
hits the room floor outside it is absorbed), it is inessential.
Repeating the analysis from Section 4 one finds that BDD=0 is bad because
of high noise from illumination of a narrow BDF part from the box and BDD=1
is bad because of high noise from illumination of a Lambert BDF from a small
lamp shade, (Fig. 6). Larger BDDs are not better.
There is a temptation to make the BDD to be individual for a ray, so that it
is 0 for the camera ray which was scattered by a Lambert component of the floor
and it is 1 for the camera ray that was (first) scattered by the nearly-specular
BDF component. That is, denote the angle between the scattered camera ray
and its ideally specular reflection as ϑ, then if ϑ ≥ Θ then BDD=0 (and ray
terminates here), while if ϑ ≤ Θ then BDD=1 (and ray propagates further).
One must recall that BDD affects not only the ray length but also which
illumination component is taken at the point. For BDD=0 in the first hit
point we take full illumination. For BDD=1 in that same point we take only
2

Its normalized color is (0.1, 1, 0.1)
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Figure 5: Combined model scene: indirect illumination both from the lamp
shade and the room walls and ceiling. This is the side view in correct scale.
The yellow cones show emission of lights. The camera view ray and its specular
reflection are drawn with red arrows. The thick green strip is the bottom plate.
The circle about it is the diffuse lamp shade. The yellow cone inside it mark
its light emission (downwards).

Figure 6: Camera images for scene from Fig. 5, calculated during the same
time (3000 sec) for BDD=0, BDD=1 and quasi-specular method with BDD=0.
For the area of 100x100 pixels around the centre, the average RGB color is:
(150, 27, 2.71); (150, 31.6, 3) and (150, 31.4, 3), respectively. The noise level (relative to the photometric luminance) is 1000%, 200% and 76% respectively.
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direct+caustic.
However this does not work[1]. Indeed, let us consider a model scene from
Figure 3, but let now the bottom plate has BDF which is a sum of Lambert
and a nearly specular narrow lobe:
F̂ = F̂ns + aF̂1
where a is the albedo (integral) of the Lambert’s component, F̂1 is operator for
Lambert with unit albedo and F̂ns is the nearly-specular part of the BDF.
Those camera rays that were scattered in off-specular direction ϑ ≥ Θ stop
here and collect the full illumination. Those which were scattered in nearspecular direction ϑ ≤ Θ collect only direct+caustic and propagate further.
Then they hit the box and their collect the full illumination.
Now let us assume that interreflections between the floor plate and the
room can be neglected (e.g. their integral scattering is low, or instead of the
“plate” there is only a small rectangle seen by camera while outside the surface
is entirely black). In this case what happens with the nearly-specular rays
and the luminance they bring to the image is independent from the Lambert
component. If we set the latter to 0, all works exactly as in the “standard
mode” for BDD=1. Therefore, the luminance brought by these near-specular
rays coincides with F̂ns I where I is the full illumination of the floor and F̂ns is
the nearly-specular part of the BDF.
As to the off-specular rays, their fraction λ approximately equals the fraction
of rays scattered by Lambert. In fact it is slightly lower because some rays
scattered by Lambert go near-specular direction. But their fraction is very
a
small and we neglect it. So, λ ≈ a+b
where b is the integral scattering of the
nearly-specular lobe. Each that ray behaves like for BDD=0, i.e. it takes the
full illumination I and convolves with the full BDF. Therefore the contribution
to the image luminance from these rays is λF̂ I.
The total image luminance is thus
a
F̂ I
a+b
a
= F̂ns I +
(F̂ns + aF̂1 )I
a
+
b


a
a2 ˆ
= 1+
F̂ns I +
F1 I
a+b
a+b

F̂ns I + λF̂ I ≈ F̂ns I +

which differs from the exact value F̂ I.
Therefore, just making the near-specular and off-specular rays to collect illumination according to the ray’s BDD produces wrong luminance, and one must
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apply a more sophisticated selection of the illumination components collected
in each hit point.
The key idea of the approach though remains the same: the nearly specular
narrow BDF is treated specially, not as a “genuine diffuse”; but in a sense closer
to specular ones. Such narrow BDFs (and the whole method of their treatment
in BMCRT) are thus named “quasi-specular”. The result of calculation of the
same model scene with this method is shown in the rightmost panel of Figure
6, see Section 9.1 for more explanations.
One must realize that since BDF is a linear operator, so we can treat a
surface BDF as either a single function (= the sum over all sub-BDFs) or as a
sum which gives exactly the same result.
Here and below we treat the diffuse BDF as a sum of two parts: the “genuine diffuse” and “quasi-specular”. We shall prove that the separation can
be arbitrary. Roughly, we can take a sum of a Lambert and a Ward lobe so
that... the Lambert is quasi-specular while the narrow lobe is “genuine diffuse”! Another question is whether such a separation is advantageous in terms
of noise. To this end, usually the separation must be “natural”, i.e. the wide
component is “genuine diffuse” while the narrow one is “quasi-specular”. But
it is not always so e.g. in scenes with turbid media (i.e. volumetric diffuse
scattering). Although the volumetric scattering is rather specific, it has much
common with surface one and even can be approximated by a series of surface
scattering events. And, it happens that in many cases it is advantageous to
treat the volumetric scattering as quasi-specular, i.e. not add this event to the
“BDD counter”, and also not to take their indirect illumination. This improves
results even if the medium scattering (i.e. phase function) is wider than the
surface BDFs!

6

Operator series in presence of quasi-specular
BDFs

Now let us come to the formal derivation of what to do with a backward ray
when the diffuse BDF is subdivided into the “genuine diffuse” and “quasispecular” components:
F̂ = F̂d + F̂qs
We assume that if the backward ray underwent scattering by the quasi-specular
component, this does not increment the diffuse event counter. So the ray does
not terminate and shall derive which illumination components must be taken at
which hit points so as “to be compatible” with the above behavior, i.e. so that
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the mathematical expectation of the BMCRT luminance to match the exact
value.
Luminance of a surface point x is:
L(v, x) = (F̂d I)(v, x) + (F̂qs I)(v, x)
where
I = I (0) + I (qc) + I (i)
is illuminance of that point which consists of direct (that was not scattered
at all or scattered by pure specular surfaces), quasi-caustic (scattered at least
once by a specular BDF and never by a diffuse BDF) and indirect (scattered at
least once by a diffuse BDF and any times by a specular BDF or quasi-specular)
components.
The above luminance expression can be written as


(0)
(qc)
+ F̂qs I (i) + F̂d I
(6)
L = F̂ I = F̂qs I + I
Substituting our decomposition of I into the global illumination equation
(4) one arrives at


(0)
(qc)
(qc)
(i)
+ T̂ F̂qs I (i) + T̂ F̂d I
I
+ I = T̂ F̂qs I + I
The right hand side term T̂ F̂qs I (i) + T̂ F̂d I comprises light that
underwent at

least one diffuse scattering while the term T̂ F̂qs I (0) + I (qc) comprises light
that underwent only specular scattering. In view of the decomposition into
diffuse and quasi-caustic illumination, this means
I

(i)

I (qc)



(i)



= T̂ F̂d I + F̂qs I


(qc)
(0)
= T̂ F̂qs I
+ F̂qs I

(7)
(8)

Here,
Z

fd (x; v, v 0 )I(v 0 , x)d2 v 0

Z

fqs (x; v, v 0 )I(v 0 , x)d2 v 0

(F̂d I)(v, x) ≡
(F̂qs I)(v, x) ≡

where fd (x; v, v 0 ), fqs (x; v, v 0 ) are the diffuse and quasi-specular BDFs at the
point x and the result of the action of operator is the local luminance.
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Obviously, Eq. (7) implies
I

(i)



= 1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1

T̂ F̂d I

(9)

T̂ F̂qs I (0)

(10)

and similarly Eq. (8) yields
I

6.1

(qc)



= 1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1

The form to be used for BDD=0

Now we substitute I (i) from Eq. (9) into Eq. (6) which gives:


(0)

(qc)



−1



L = F̂qs I + I
+ F̂qs 1 − T̂ F̂qs
T̂ F̂d I + F̂d I
−1 


 
(0)
(qc)
T̂ F̂d I
+ 1 + F̂qs 1 − T̂ F̂qs
= F̂qs I + I
Obviously,



Fs 1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1

T̂ = Fs

∞
X

!
(T̂ F̂qs )m T̂

m=0

= F̂qs T̂ + (Fs T̂ )2 + (Fs T̂ )3 + · · ·
−1

= 1 − F̂qs T̂
−1
so

 
−1
(0)
(qc)
L = F̂qs I + I
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I
There is an alternative form. From Eq. (10) it follows that

I

(0)

+I

(qc)



−1

+ 1 − T̂ F̂qs
T̂ F̂qs I (0)


(0)
2
3
= I + T̂ F̂qs + (T̂ F̂qs ) + (T̂ F̂qs ) + · · · I (0)

−1
= 1 − T̂ F̂qs
I (0)

= I

(0)


so the term F̂qs I (0) + I (qc) in Eqs. (11), (14) and similar below is

(11)
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F̂qs I

(0)

+I

(qc)





−1

I (0)
= F̂qs 1 − T̂ F̂qs


2
= F̂qs + F̂qs (T̂ F̂qs ) + F̂qs (T̂ F̂qs ) + · · · I (0)


2
= 1 + F̂qs T̂ + (F̂qs T̂ ) + · · · F̂qs I (0)
−1

F̂qs I (0)
= 1 − F̂qs T̂

(12)

which is nothing but “direct visibility” (all specular reflections) of light source.
Substituting Eq. (12) for the first term of Eq. (11) gives:
∞ 

−1 
 X
m 

(0)
(0)
L = 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂qs I + F̂d I =
F̂qs T̂
F̂qs I + F̂d I

(13)

m=0

6.2

The form to be used for BDD=1

Substituting I = I (0) + I (qc) + I (i) in Eq. (11)


L = F̂qs I

(0)

+I

(qc)



−1 

(0)
(qc)
(i)
F̂d (I + I ) + F̂d I
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂


and evaluating I (i) from Eq. (9) we have


(0)

(qc)



L = F̂qs I + I


−1  


−1
(0)
(qc)
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I + I
+ F̂d 1 − T̂ F̂qs
T̂ F̂d I


(0)
(qc)
= F̂qs I + I


−1  


−1
(0)
(qc)
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I + I
+ F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I
(14)
since


1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1

T̂ =



2

3

1 + T̂ F̂qs + (T̂ F̂qs ) + (T̂ F̂qs ) + · · ·

−1

T̂

= T̂ + T̂ F̂qs T̂ + T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂qs T̂ + T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂qs T̂ + · · ·

−1
= T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
(15)
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There is an alternative form. We substitute Eq. (12) in the first term of
Eq. (14)


−1

∞ 
X

m 

1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂qs I (0)


−1  


−1
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I (0) + I (qc) + F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I


−1 

−1
= 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂ I (0) + F̂d I (qc) + F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I

L =

=

F̂qs T̂

m=0
∞ 
X

+

F̂qs T̂

F̂ I

m

(0)

F̂d T̂

m=0

6.3

+ F̂d I
∞ 
X

(qc)



F̂qs T̂

n

F̂d I

(16)

n=0

The form to be used for BDD=2

Substituting I = I (0) + I (qc) + I (i) in the above expression and evaluating I (i)
from Eq. (9) we have


−1

 
(0)
(qc)
(0)
(qc)
F̂d I + I
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
L = F̂qs I + I


+ 1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1





T̂ F̂d I (0) + I (qc) +



1 − T̂ F̂qs

−1

2 !
T̂ F̂d I

With the help of Eq. (15) this becomes



L = F̂qs I


(0)

+I

(qc)

+T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂





+ 1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

−1

F̂d



(0)
(qc)
I +I


  
−1 2
F̂d I (0) + I (qc) + T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I

!
(17)

There is an alternative form. Substituting Eq. (12) into the 1st term of
Eq. (17) we obtain
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L =

6.4


−1 

1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂ I (0) + F̂d I (qc)

−1

−1 

(0)
(qc)
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I + I

−1

−1

−1
+ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d T̂ 1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I

(18)

The form to be used for BDD=N

Continuing the process we obtain by induction,


L = F̂qs I
+

(0)

+I

N
−1 
X

(qc)



1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

F̂d T̂

k 

1 − F̂qs T̂

−1



F̂d I

(0)

+I

(qc)



k=0

+



1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

F̂d T̂

N 

1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

F̂d I

(19)

There is an alternative form. Substituting Eq. (12) into the 1st term of
Eq. (19) we obtain

L =

−1

ˆˆFqsI (0)
1 − F̂qs T̂
k 
N
−1 
−1
−1 

X
(0)
(qc)
+
1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d T̂
1 − F̂qs T̂
F̂d I + I


k=0

+

7



1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

F̂d T̂

N 

1 − F̂qs T̂

−1

F̂d I

(20)

Integration by paths for BMCRT


n
The terms like F̂qs T̂
F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂d I (i) mean that the scene surface luminance is created in the following way:


m 

1. indirect illumination is scattered by the diffuse BDF, then
2. it travels the scene, undergoing n quasi-specular events (and an arbitrary
number of pure specular); then
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3. it undergoes diffuse scattering, then
4. it travels the scene, undergoing m quasi-specular events (and an arbitrary
number of pure specular)
Notice that although we write a uniform n-th power of an operator, each its
term means scattering by a specific i.e. generally different (although always
quasi-specular) BDF.
In BMCRT, each operator is simulated by transformation of a backward ray.
Naturally the leftmost operator in the product is “the closest” to camera. So the
operators are read “left to right”. That is, camera ray first undergoes m quasispecular scattering events (with subsequent ray transport to the next hit which
may include pure specular transform), then one diffuse scattering (with subsequent ray transport to the next hit), then n quasi-specular scattering events
(with subsequent ray transport to the next hit which may include pure specular
transform) here we take BDF luminance under the “indirect illumination”.
Notice that a sum of several such operators can be estimated from the same
camera rays, just in different points. That is, we trace backward rays and taking
indirect illumination after m quasi-specular scattering events. Then one diffuse
event and after n quasi-specular scattering events we accumulate the estimate
for
n

m 

F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂d I (i)
F̂qs T̂
while taking direct+quasi-caustic illumination after k quasi-specular scattering
events (of the same ray, if its length is long enough) we accumulate the estimate
for


7.1

F̂qs T̂

k



F̂d I

(0)

+I

(qc)



The case of BDD=0

Rewriting Eq. (11)



L = F̂qs I


= F̂ I

(0)

(0)

+I

+I

(qc)

(qc)





+ F̂d I +

+ F̂d I

(i)

∞ 
X

m=1
∞ 
X

+

m=1

which means that:

F̂qs T̂

m

F̂qs T̂

F̂d I

m

F̂d I
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• before (and including) the first not pure specular event
 we take
(0)
(qc)
(i)
(0)
(qc)
F̂ I + I
+ F̂d I or, which is the same, F̂qs I + I
+ F̂d I.
• after the first quasi-specular event and up to the first diffuse event we
take F̂d I;
• at the first diffuse event we stop
Alternatively, Eq. (13) means that:
• from the first hit of camera ray and up to the first diffuse event we take
F̂qs I (0) + F̂d I;
• at the first diffuse event we stop

7.2

The case of BDD=1

Rewriting Eq. (14)



L = F̂ I

(0)

+I

(qc)



+

∞ 
X

F̂qs T̂

m



F̂d I

(0)

+I

(qc)



m=1

+

∞
X



F̂qs T̂

m

n

F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂ F̂d I

m,n=0

That is,
• before (and including) the first not pure specular event we take
F̂ I (0) + I (qc) ;
• after the first quasi-specular
event and up to the first diffuse event we

(0)
(qc)
take F̂d I + I
;
• after the first diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the second diffuse event we stop
Alternatively, Eq. (4alt) means that
• up to the 1st diffuse event we take F̂ I (0) + F̂d I (qc) ;
• after the 1st diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the 2nd diffuse event we stop
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7.3

The case of BDD=2

Rewriting Eq. (17)


L = F̂ I (0) + I (qc)
+
+
+

∞
X



m

(F̂qs T̂ ) F̂d I

m=1
∞
X



m,n=0
∞
X

F̂qs T̂



m

F̂qs T̂

(0)

+I


(qc)

F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂

k





n

F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂



F̂d I

m

(0)

+I



(qc)

F̂d T̂ F̂qs T̂

n



F̂d I

k,m,n=0

that is,
• before (and including) the first not pure specular event we take
F̂ I (0) + I (qc) ;
• after the first quasi-specular
event and up to the second diffuse event we

(0)
(qc)
;
take F̂d I + I
• after the second diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the third diffuse event we stop
Alternatively, Eq. (18) means that
• up to the first diffuse event we take F̂ I (0) + F̂d I (qc) ;
• after the first diffuse event and up to the 2nd diffuse event we take
F̂d I (0) + I (qc) ;
• after the second diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the third diffuse event we stop

7.4

General case of BDD=N

By induction,
• before (and including) the first not pure specular event we take
F̂ I (0) + I (qc) ;
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Table 1
In which hit points and for which illumination component the “genuine diffuse” BDF part F̂d is used instead of the full F̂ .
Main variant

Alternative variant

Direct+caustic
After the 1st diffuse event
After the 1st quasi-specular event
Quasi-caustic
Always
Indirect
Always
• after the first quasispecular
event and up to the N -th diffuse event we

(0)
(qc)
take F̂d I + I
;
• after the N -th diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the (N + 1)-th diffuse event we stop
Alternatively,
• up to the first diffuse event we take F̂ I (0) + F̂d I (qc) ;
• after the first diffuse event and up to the N -th diffuse event we take
F̂d I (0) + I (qc) ;
• after the N -th diffuse event we take F̂d I
• at the (N + 1)-th diffuse event we stop
Therefore, in both variants camera ray stops at the (N + 1)-th diffuse event. In
the intermediate hit point, if the surface is not pure specular, it takes a part of
the local luminance. Table 1 summarizes which one.

8
8.1

Volumetric scattering
Standard method

The “standard” implementation of volume scattering is that volumetric scattering event is processed like a surface one. For example, suppose that camera
is inside a turbid medium and BDD=1. Then camera ray propagates in the
medium and when it undergoes the first volumetric scattering. It takes direct
and caustic illumination and “convolves” it with the phase function. In the
second volumetric scattering it takes full illumination and “convolves” it with
the phase function.
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Let us consider a model scene in which camera looks through a layer of
turbid medium onto some illuminated object. Let also the turbid medium
is absorption-free and has a large scattering coefficient, so that camera ray
undergoes many (volumetric) scattering events before it penetrates the medium
and reaches the object. Let the phase function be sharp enough so that each
scattering changes the ray direction only slightly.
If we apply the above “standard” method with BDD=0 to this example,
then camera ray terminates at the first volumetric scattering and collects the
full illumination. Because of high scattering coefficients, this happens close to
the ray origin (i.e. to the camera), and the ray does not reach the object. Since
the phase function is narrow, its convolution with that illumination which came
from the scene surfaces results in strong noise, cf. Section 4. For BDD=1 the
situation does not change much.
We must set a large BDD so that the camera ray leaves the medium, reaches
a scene surface behind and also not to collect indirect illumination in the volumetric scene points which due to sharp phase function creates strong noise.
But then we must keep in memory all the volumetric scattering points (because
they still collect direct and caustic illumination). This is usually too expensive.

8.2

“Quasi-specular medium”

Applying the quasi-specular approach to the volumetric scattering greatly improves the situation with the above scene.
Suppose that the scene surfaces are not quasi-specular. Let also the whole
phase function be treated as quasi-specular, i.e. its “genuine diffuse” part F̂ d =
0.
Then, , it undergoes only quasi-specular events until the camera ray travels
inside the medium and thus does not increment the “diffuse counter”. As a
result it penetrates the medium layer and reaches for a scene surface.
Indirect illumination now is the light after diffuse scattering by scene surfaces. Quasi-caustic illumination is the light which underwent at least one
volumetric scattering and any specular events, but no diffuse surface scattering.
Since F̂ d = 0, the “main variant” from Table 1 implies that:
• the indirect illumination (=from the scene surfaces, since the volumetric scattering is completely quasi-caustic) is effectively ignored inside the
medium
• the direct, caustic and quasi-caustic illumination is taken only up to the
first volumetric scattering, i.e. in fact for the first volumetric event only.
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As a result, for any BDD the camera ray reaches the scene surfaces behind
the medium layer. Only one ray event (the first volumetric) is remembered.
There is no noisy convolution of the sharp phase function with the indirect
illumination from scene surfaces.
Although there is the convolution of phase function with the direct, caustic
and scattered by the medium light. But they all do not have a wide angular
distribution that would result in strong noise.
Now let us look at the “alternative” variant from Table 1. Here, the direct
and caustic illumination will be taken “up to the first diffuse event”. Since
the volumetric scattering is treated as quasi-specular, it happens only after the
camera rays leaves the medium. In other words, we must remember all the ray
scattering events inside the medium to take direct and caustic in that points.
This is expensive in memory. So advantageous is only the “main variant”.
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Results

9.1

Surface case

Calculations were done for the model scene from Fig. 5. They were performed
for BDD=0 and the same other conditions, including run time etc. as those for
the “standard mode” (without quasi-specular).
The results are presented in the right panel of Fig. 6. One can see the
noise level is about threefold lower than for the best case without the quasispecular method. And what is more essential, the calculated image has a better
estimation of color:
• for BDD=0 the image looks mainly red with rare bright green dots;
• for BDD=1 it looks mainly green with rare bright red dots;
• and only withe th quasi-specular method we see a “mixture” of red and
green.
In the meanwhile the averages obtained in the three simulations are about the
same. It means that the result e.g. for the “standard BDD=1” has very bright
red dots which “on average” would give the correct value. That is, in the
standard method achieves the correct average by very rare very bright peaks,
i.e. the worst sort of noise.

9.2

Volumetric case

The calculation had been performed for the model scene which consists of a
plane parallel plate of thickness 3 mm laid upon a paper sheet with a chessboard-
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Figure 7: Camera images for the scene with a plate of turbid medium laid upon
a chessboard-like texture. The left image is the “standard mode” of volumetric
scattering, when it is treated as diffuse. The right panel is when the volumetric
scattering is purely quasi-specular. In both cases BDD=1.
like texture, illuminated by a self-emitting sphere above it. The plate’s medium
has refraction index 1.5 and scattering coefficient 7.5 mm−1 . The phase function
is the Henyey-Greenstein one [3] with g = 0.9, i.e. it is rather directional
scattering in a narrow cone about the incident direction. The images calculated
during the same time (and with the same settings) are presented in Fig. 7. One
can see that in the “standard mode” the boundaries of the texture squares, seen
through the plate, are sharp while in reality they must blur. Meanwhile in the
image calculated with the quasi-specular representation of the phase function
these boundaries are smoothed.
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Conclusion

Proposed method of treating some scene elements (surface or volumetric) as
“quasi-specular” is a flexible tool. The separation can be done using arbitrary
criterion which can be own for each BDF. For example, if a BDF contains a
sharp peak in an off-specular direction, this can be nevertheless declared quasispecular. For the selected separation the method admits at least two variants
(see Table 1) which differ in processing direct, caustic and quasi-specular illumination components. Apparently there are more such variants which differ in
BMCRT implementation. And in different situations advantageous are different
methods.
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We demonstrate how the quasi-specular method can reduce noise for several
scenes which cannot be calculated efficiently with the “standard” method for
any value of the BDD parameter.
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